
 
 
 

Chairs report for 2019-2020 
 

Welcome to this year’s AGM of The Professional Charter Association. 
  
As you are aware, we set the AGM for 24th March this year and postponed it until 
today due to the Covid-19 virus outbreak. We had hoped the summer lockdown may 
have been enough to allow us to meet and chat, but it was not to be, and we now 
meet virtually! So I am changing the way I report and allowing my Chair’s Report to 
be seen and read ahead of the AGM and this I hope will allow everyone an option in 
the listed agenda item to question me on events. 
 
Our last AGM was held at The Holiday Inn in Southampton on Thursday 7th March 
2019. With 18 attendees and two using the online facility.  The draft minutes have 
already been circulated and I hope you have had some time to review them. 
 
This has been a very trying year for all of us, but I first wish to mention the sad 
sudden passing of one of our Directors Nick Trainer in December 2019. Nick was a 
lynch pin in our association with so much knowledge and skills and he is sorely 
missed by all of us.  A true professional.  
Nick had started and was running the Christensen Lloyd Charter Register. Prior to 
the loss of Nick both John Mckenzie and I had been talking to him to consider the 
PCA running the register which was his wish. During the following months I met with 
his family and we finally took over the register in March 2020 with a new website built 
and launched. This was just ahead of the COVID Pandemic lockdowns and was 
timely but meant we have not been able to push this register as hard as we wanted 
to, but I am very pleased to report that the register is now controlled and run by us. 
https://www.christensenlloyd.org.  Your registration as a PCA member will continue 
to be a free membership benefit  
 
As the last AGM 2019 closed I was approached about an uncoded vessel in South 
Devon which was handed over to the MCA to deal. 
 
In March and April 2019, I attended two MCA working group meetings covering The 
Workboat Code 2 and also updates on the replacement of MGN280 into a legislative 
document (this remains ongoing!) 
 
I was involved in the issues surrounding private boat clubs setting up so anyone can 
use their boats, some were not following coding requirements, but the MCA have 
now directed they do not own the boats as a customer, so the vessels must be 
coded. 
 
The RYA certifying authority failed to recognise the rules on SCV2 endorsements for 
workboat additions so you can take someone aboard who is paid to be there, ie 
photographers.  I met with the lead from the RYA who are now reviewing this status 
and have now updated their rules to comply with legislation. 

https://www.christensenlloyd.org/


 
 
 
 
April/May 2019 I continued with reviews of MCA MGN 280 chapters for new code 
with the working group. 
 
In June 2019 whilst operating RIBs on The Solent I was disappointed to find the 
MCA were not aware of the Memorandum of Understanding we had with them for 
inspections at sea.  This came about when a police launch with MCA inspectors 
approached me and other members and they had no knowledge of this agreement. 
Following this both myself and John Mckenzie went to a meeting with the MCA at 
their HQ in Southampton following later letters and email in October/November 2019 
we finally met 15th January 2020.  
We discovered that the previous manager of coding had left the MCA and they were 
not prepared to extend the Memorandum of Understanding for At Sea Inspections. 
We also discovered that the enforcement and Marine teams no longer came under 
Southampton MCA control and worked independently at their offices. Discussion 
now about meeting with enforcement teams and also a worded response on support 
for our at sea inspections file. They do not like PCA being only group with an 
agreement despite running for 10-12 years without an issue. At the conclusion of this 
meeting it was agreed that further contact and wording would be reviewed and I 
have to report no such communications exist and we still are awaiting updates.  This 
is matter I will not let go but due to Covid 19 Pandemic soon after this the matters 
have not been addressed.  Interesting that the driver to this in the MCA was an ex 
RYA coding employee who moved to MCA and now is CEO of a national Certifying 
Authority. I am hopeful with his change from the MCA might open the door again. 
 
In July 2019 I attended a meeting on The Isle of Wight with a PCA colleague about 
concerns at a restaurant and excess alcohol being served seeing many return to 
boats unfit to travel safely. This resulted in a far better understanding of charter 
vessel concerns and the setting up of a local Whats App Group to enable 
communication with charter boat crews and the restaurant.  
 
In August 2019 I made a freedom of information request to the MCA. 
How many boats the MCA have actually inspected at Sea this year, they ignored first 
request in July but accepted the second one and could not explain why first 
application was ignored!  We wanted information on what boats were inspected at 
sea, if coded or not and action taken; results:- 

• Total number of vessels inspected in that time ZERO !! 

• Total number that were coded vessels N/A 

• Total number that were not coded(either never coded or out of date code) N/A 

• Number of warnings or action taken on breaches identified N/A 

I am aware now that this year in 2020 they have taken action on several reported 
events we forwarded to them.  It is of great concern that 2019 the MCA were not  



 
 

enforcing any regulations on the water unless an accident occurred.  We continue to 
push hard against this to ensure all vessels reported are dealt with. 

In September 2019 I attended Southampton Boat Show and was kindly offered a 
spot on our member Southampton RIB Charters stand to advertise the PCA.  We 
managed to get our association noticed, and I held a few meetings with others 
including Certifying Authorities and MCA staff.  A big thank you to Akis for allowing 
this position. 
 
Mid January 2020 in consolation with our web managers we decided to move the 
PCA website domain to his control for ease of working for him. Unfortunately, this 
caused a crash of our PCA emails. After some discussions with domain company we 
opted to open a new Domain handling account under 1 &1 Ionos. PCA2014LTD 
.com and .co.uk purchased (£1) and an account registered to PCA. Domains for 
PCA all going under one roof now as we tidy up these matters. This will hold all our 
PCA domains and Christensen Lloyd charter register domains and emails. Again, the 
regular contact I have had with our web team has been nothing but positive. Thank 
you, John and Jaki, https://www.tlc-online.co.uk 
 
In February 2020 we started looking at issues relating to insurance and fast boat 
operations.  Insurers are now withdrawing from the market cover closing down 
options and increasing fees. We identified that insurers were also placing terms of 
max speed and also trackers to have this as history, they were also looking at social 
media accounts and websites to see what business is doing.  This included images 
of a company’s events, what text was used to advertise events and trips. 
 
Just when I thought we could look forward to a great 2020 the Covid 19 Pandemic hit 
the UK in March closing down all our businesses with a very few exceptions. I in 
consultation with the committee decided to cancel our planned AGM and looked to 
run it in November as we later found the restrictions made it impossible to do this 
and we are now online! 
 
By the end of March the committee agreed that our membership fees for 2020 
should be stopped and anyone that had paid would be refunded due to the serious 
financial implications of the lockdown. The new members fee was again reduced to 
just cover our costs. I have a proposal later in this meeting for 2021 Member fees. 
 
The regulations and changes upon our businesses and ourselves were complicated 
and some were enforceable and others were guidelines. The following months saw 
me glued to my office computer following all government information and financial 
packages available to businesses. Everything of relevance was sent out by 
additional newsletters or via or Facebook page.  This was followed with letters being 
sent from the PCA to local authorities to support our members who were being 
refused financial grants or support.  I am pleased to say despite there being no 
appeals process we were instrumental in gaining some financial support after 
refusals to some 5 members. 
 

https://www.tlc-online.co.uk/


 
 
It was very noticeable to me that other Marine Associations were not offering 
discount membership fees or direction on Covid 19. This was paramount to me that  
membership is about helping and supporting each other, I hope what I produced 
help. Our membership applications during the lockdown saw a large increase and I 
welcome all our new members and hope our efforts have been of use. 
 
During this time I was in liaison with British Marine, FSB and locally Solent LEP.  
 
A draft letter was sent out by newsletter to all to urge everyone to write to their local 
MPs about lack of financial support for our industry.  PCA also wrote to UK 
government heads, submitted a report to The Government Select Committee on 
reasons why we need support similar to other self-employed and Ltd Companies. 
We also linked into The Scottish Tourist appeal to their Government for a one-off 
payment to all charter vessels. 
 
The following months saw us busy with:- 
 
20-24/4/20 Media interviews including BBC South TV for charter industry affected by 
COVID 19 and lack of financial support, 
Emails to IOW MP and Treasury MP on Charter industry wanting to work and 
offering boats for medical transfers of equipment (south coast), same for Border 
Force and Police support. 
30-4-20 Letter to HM Gov Chancellor of The Exchequer on no financial grants for 
industry  
 
22/4/20 Input to BBC radio- Impact of COVID 19 and closure to marine and charter 
businesses-Hampshire and Dorset.  Possible news TV to follow 
 
7.5.20. Ali Jones in Salcombe on ITV national news 
 
11-5-20 Government Select committee submission Economic impact of coronavirus 
 
I am sorry we did not manage to get our message onto the national news, but the 
efforts seemed to pay off. 
 
At the start of April I noticed Graeme Sign our membership vice chair was working 
hard to keep membership up to date and started to take on role of checking SCV2 
documents for inclusion on the Christensen Lloyd Register. Along with John 
McKenzie I agreed to increase his honorarium fee to £650. This would have gone via 
an AGM but now ask that the matter is ratified at this meeting. 
 
Into May 2020 I commenced a body of work with a working group set up by British 
Marine on restarting work for the marine industry. I saw an update that outlined this 
working group and as a member I asked what support was involved from Powerboat 
side as I could see Yacht groups involved.  After a few stuttering moments I was told 
that Power were represented by The Canal Boats!!!  I then joined the working group 
as a charter representative.  Most will be aware that British Marine accepted a  



 
 
DEFRA statement keeping businesses closed on Coastal Waters, this was a false 
flag and not representative of our operations on Coastal waterways. I was then  
involved in a dispute with some on the working group but all updates I sent out were 
legal and allowed us to recommence on 4th July despite what others tried to tell me. 
 
This was followed with new updated instructions to members and also offers of 
posters and information sheets to restart your businesses in a Covid Secure way.  
To date I have not heard of one example of our industry having an issue of infections 
due to how everyone has managed the threats. 
 
After my involvement challenging the authorities on their DEFRA notice they issued 
another notice banning coastal operations as well, again this was challenged in June 
due to DEFRA only cover inland waterways and any such bans needed to come 
from The Department of Transport. Before the DEFRA notice was removed a notice 
from the Department of Transport was issued confirming we could restart operations 
on 4th July 2020. The DEFRA notice was made invalid.  Members were updated by 
me ahead of the bigger press release which caused a few angry emails to me stated 
our members were not allowed to restart on 4th July.  Happily, we were and we did 
and I hope the season worked out even under the conditions we were told to follow. 
 
I was also aware that some members were not re-opening this season and we hope 
the new year sees a brighter view for all. 
 
In June the Insurance risks were raised again concerning COVID 19. With help from 
our own specialist insurer Perter Matcham (member) we identified that our risk 
assessments must be up to date and that anyone running without this could result in 
claims for any event being turned down. 
 
As many of us restarted our charter boats in July we saw an increase in activity as 
many people were clearly staying in the UK and were staying in family and 
household groups, it was very pleasing to see members adapt to the demand and 
conditions. 
 
It did not take long (7th July) before I was made aware of an illegal operation on The 
South Coast, the matter was reported to the MCA who acted and caught a vessel 
returning late evening with a group. There were also some issues in Dorset where 
one area added a Mariners Notice to the Government Guidelines making a guideline 
enforceable. Despite my efforts and complaints to Local Authority the matter was 
never satisfactorily resolved. One complaint still unresolved. 
 
August 22nd saw a fatal RIB crash in Southampton which involved our members who 
had recently joined the PCA. I know all the parties well and have offered my support 
to all concerned. The matter is still a live investigation and the PCA have provided on 
request information to the MAIB and the police and I will say no more.  
 
 
 



 
 
In consultation with the committee and some of our fast boat operation members, we 
have instigated another review of our policy and safety documents. I am sure we will 
hear more on this today. 
 
I do not underestimate what a tough year this has been for the charter industry and 
we have seen many changes and challenges to our lifestyles and operations. I am 
very pleased in the way the PCA has managed the year offering support and 
direction where needed and it has been a massive learning cycle for all of us, 
changing risk assessments almost weekly to fit new guidelines or laws.  I expect to 
see more as the new MGN 280 rules are brought into legislation, I had expected that 
this year, but we all know why not. I remain committed to ensure we all have good 
safe rules to work to and are not restricted by those not involved in the industry. 
 
I again thank everyone for their help 
 
All the best Ian 
Ian Winson 
Chair 
 
 
 


